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Finite-State Probabilistic Languages 
ROBERT KNAST 
Institute of Mathematics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznan, Poland 
For semi -Thue  systems the notion of probabilistic rule is introduced. 
Based on probabil istic rules, probabilistic grammars  and languages generated 
by these grammars with a standard probabilistic haracteristic relation are 
defined. Our probabilistic grammars differ from those proposed by Salomaa 
(t969). 
It is shown that a language can be represented in a finite probabilistic 
automaton iff it is a finite-state probabilistic unambiguous language; the 
family of finite-state probabilistic languages (of type 3) on a given alphabet 
forms a Boolean algebra; the family of context-free probabilistic languages i
identical with the family of finite-state probabilistic languages. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
In the paper the notion of probabilistic rule for semi-Thue system is 
introduced. Based on probabilistic rules we define probabilistic grammars 
and languages which can be generated by these grammars with a standard 
probabilisfic characteristic relation. Both for probabilistic grammars and 
languages imilar to the deterministic case, Chomsky's hierarchy can be used. 
The proposed probabilistic grammar differs from that introduced by Salomaa 
(i969). In our opinion probabilistic grammar in the Salomaa's ense is a 
deterministic grammar with the probabilistic restrictions on the use of rules. 
In other words, it is a deterministic grammar with a special control language. 
Similarly we interprete the notion of weighted grammar in Salomaa (1969). 
Our probabilistic grammars better correspond to finite probabilistic automata, 
as shown by the results. 
In  this paper we shall discuss the properties of finite-state probabilistic 
and context-free probabilistic languages (e.g., probabilistie languages of 
types 3 and 2 according to Chomsky's hierarchy). 
In Section I I I  the family of finite-state probabilistic languages will be 
compared with the family of languages which can be represented in finite 
probabilistie automata. The necessary and sufficient condition for representa- 
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bility of a probabilistic language of type 3 in a finite probabilistic automaton is
unambiguity of this language. The family of finite-state probabilistic languages 
properly include the family of languages represented in finite probabilistic 
automata. 
In the following we shall investigate Boolean properties of finite-state 
probabilistic languages. This family of languages (over a fixed alphabet) is 
closed with respect o the operations union, complement and intersection, and 
consequently forms a Boolean algebra. 
Using the closure of the family of probabilistic languages of type 3 with 
respect o the substitution of regular languages, and thereby the closure with 
respect o the homomorphism, and the homomorphic haracterization of the 
family of context-free probabilistic languages we shall show that these 
families are identical (Sections IV and VI). 
Following Salomaa we define a hierarchic probabilistic grammar as a pair 
of probabilistic grammars, one of which is a control grammar. It  will be shown 
that the family of probabilistic languages of type 3 is closed with respect o 
this operation. 
II. PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS AND LANGUAGES 
Let X be a nonempty finite set of symbols and be called an alphabet. 
By 21" will be denoted the free semigroup with unity (e) over the alphabet 
X. Elements of the set 2:* will be called tapes over X. By the length of 
tape x we shall mean the length of sequence formed by x and denote it by 
lxL. 
A formal language L over an alphabet 2: is a set of tapes, that is, L _C 2:*. 
A grammar is a system G = (V, 21, P, s), where V is a set of nonterminal 
symbols (variables), 27 is an alphabet (terminal), V n X = ~ (the empty set); 
P is a finite set of ordered pairs (% ¢) with ~ a V* --  {e}, ¢ a (g  k) Z')*. 
Elements of P are called rules (or productions) and are written in the form 
~o ~ ¢. s a V is an initial variable. 
We shall write ¢1--~ ¢2 (¢1, ¢~ c (Vty  Z')*, if ¢1 == w1~°~°2, ~b2 =: c°1¢°J2 
and ~o--~ ¢ is a rule, that is, (9, ¢)E P. Now ¢1---~. Ce means that there 
exist %,  q~l .... , ~0,~ such that ¢1 = % --~ ~°1 --~ "'" ~ cp~ = ¢2 • The sequence 
%,  cp1 ..... %~ is called a derivation of Cs from ~b 1. 
Let G = ~V, 21, P, s) be a grammar. The set L(G) = {x: x ~ 2:*, s -->. x} 
is called a language generated by G. 
According to Chomsky (1959), we allow the following hierarchy of 
grammars: 
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(0) Any grammar is of type 0; 
(1) A grammar is context-sensitive (of type 1), if each rule go -+ ~b is such 
that I go I ~ I¢ l ;  
(2) A grammar is context-free (of type 2), if each rule go --> ¢ is such 
that I go I = 1 and goE V, Ce(VUZ)* ;  
(3) A grammar is finite-state (of type 3), if each rule is of the form 
A --* aB or A --+ ~, where A, B ~ V, a E Z w {e}. 
A languageL is said to be of type i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) if there exists a grammar G 
of type i which generates L, L = L(G). 
Now we tfirn to the discussion of notions of rule and grammar in the 
probabilistic ase. 
A rule go __>st ¢ is called probabilistic (stochastic), if
P l ,  P2 ,..., P~ ' 
where go e V* --  {~}, ¢1, ¢8 ..... ¢~ ~ (V w 2;)*; Pi (i = 1, 2,..., m) denote 
the probability of the occurrence of ¢i: Pi > 0, ~i=1Pi ---- 1. Tape ¢i will be 
called the i-th component of probabilistic tape ~b. A probabilistic rule may be 
interpreted as follows: Tape go can be rewritten by tape ¢i with probability Pi • 
We shall write go __~st {~1, ~b~ ,..., ~}  if we want to indicate components of 
~b only. 
A grammar G is a probabilistic (stochastic) grammar, if P is the set of 
probabilistic rules and an initial distribution ~ over V is given. Thus 
Gst = (V, Z, P, ~r). Since by the definition deterministic rules are special 
cases of probabilistic rules, then the class of deterministic grammars is a 
subclass of probabilistic grammars. 
go--~-~ Sb ='  Pl , P2 ,..., P,~ 
means that there exists a sequence ~b 1, ~b~,..., ~b ~ such that 
Pi (i -~ 1, 2,..., m) is the probabifity of derivation of tape ~bi from probabilistic 
tape go. 
Let p(x) denote the probability of derivation of tape x, x ~ 2~*, from 
the initial distribution ~r, that is, p(x) = pr(tr ___~s~ x) in grammar Gst 
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<V, Z, P, ~>. In general, p(x) is a relation 1 p CX* × [0, 1] and it will be 
called the probabilistic haracteristic relation generated by Gst . It is a generaliza- 
tion of probabilistic characteristic function (or fuzzy event) considered 
generally in Zadeh (1965) and for probabilistic automata in Nasu, Honda 
(1969). It must be emphasized that neither this relation nor the function 
determines any set of tapes before adding a standard probabilistic harac- 
teristic relation q(x) (in a specia! case, a fixed cut-point). By definition 
(p(xi, q(x)) = Ix: x ~ Z* and 3 V p(x) > q(x)l 
p(x) qO:) i 
(see footnote 2). In a deterministic case, p(x) is a relation of two values, 0 and 
1; thus for q(x) ~. 0 our definition is the same. It enables an identification of 
the deterministic relation p(x) with the set (p(x), 0) without ambiguity. 
The language generated by a probabilistic grammar Gst with the standard 
probabilistic relation q is defined by 
st x withp(x) > q(x) for all q(x)}, (*) L(Gs~, q) = {x: x e Z*,  ~ 7  
where p(x) denotes the probability of derivation of tape x from initial 
distribution 7r. 
The classical definition is obtained from the above, if q(x) ~- )t for x ~ 27*; 
E [0, 1). The language, in this case, is said to be generated by grammar Gst 
with the cut-point )t. The equality (*) may be written as 
L(Gst, q) = {x: x ff Z'*, maxp(x) > max q(x)}, 
where max p(x) denotes the greatest value from these related by p with 
tape x; similarly, max q(x) is the greatest value from values related by q to 
tape x. 
In  order to explain the notion of language generated by probabilistic 
grammar, we give an example. Let 
as ,= V={A,B} ,Z '={0,1} ,P= A-*  0 ,B_+ '
.~  ½! ' 1 ,~r= 1 " 
1 We regard a binary relation p as a subset of Z* × [(3, 1] (Cartesian product). If 
(x, V) ~p, x ~ Z*, ~, ~ [0, 1] then we say that ~, is related by p to x. In the next p(x) 
will denote the set of all values from [0, 1] related by p to x. 
Notation "3~(~) V~(~) p(x) > q(x)" means that there exists a value from [0, 1] 
related by p to x, such that it is greater than any value related by q to x. 
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For this grammar, the language L(Gst, ,~) is the set of tapes, x = ala ~ "" a k , 
a i (i = 1, 2 , . ,  k) being 0 or 1, such that 0, ale2 "'" a~ in binary notation is 
greater than A. Figure 1 shows the derivation of tape 1010. Clearly, it is the 
grammar generating the mirror images of languages which can be represented 
in 2-adic automaton (Paz, 1966). 
A ~ = AO 
i 
A IO ~----L--~ A010 ..~.~(.~ A1010 
,~ 1010 
J 
B10 B1010 . i ,,- 1010 
" ~  g010 1 = 81010 1 ,,- fOlO 
F1ou~ 1 
For probabilistic grammars we shall use Chomsky's hierarchy in the 
following way: A probabflistic grammar is said to be of type i, if condkion (i) 
is fulfilled by components ofprobabilistic tapes ~0 and ¢ of each rule ~o __.st ~b. 
In this case we write G~t (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
A probabilistic relation q will be called of type i, if there exists a probabilistic 
grammar of type i which generates this relation q; e.g., for each x ~ 23", 
pr(rr ---~ x) = q(x). 
A language L will be called probabilistic of type L if there exist a grammar 
Gst and a relation q of type i such that L = L(G~,, q). The family of proba- 
bilistic languages of type i will be denoted by .W~t. Similarly to the deter- 
ministic ase, the family ~s3t will be called the family offinite-stateprobabilistic 
languages, the family ~¢s2t will be called the family of context-free probabilistic 
languages and ~lst the family of context-sensitive probabilistic languages. By 
definitions we have 
if ~2st and ~q~s~t contain languages without ape {e} only. 
I I I .  FINITE-STATE PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGES 
AND FINITE PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
At first we characterize relations between the family of probabilistic 
languages of type 3 and the family of languages which can be represented in 
finite probabilistic automata. Let de' = (Z', S, {M(a)}, % ,F )  be a finite 
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probabilistic automaton, where 27 is a finite nonempty input alphabet, S is a 
finite set of states of J/d, {M(a)} is a set of stochastic matrices (the transition 
function of the automaton), % is an initial distribution state, and F C S is a 
set of designated final states. 
By a language represented in a finite probabilistic automaton ~t' with 
cut-point h, )t ~ [13, 1), we mean the set 
L(dd, h) = {x: x ~ 27* and %M(x) ~F > h}, 
where M(x) = M(al) M(a2)"" M(a~c) if x = a1% "-- ~rk and ~F is the column 
vector whose i-th component equals 1 if si ~ F, and 0 otherwise. 
I t  is well known that the family of languages which can be represented in 
finite probabilistic automata [this family will be denoted by ~¢(/Z)] properly 
contains the family of regular languages, because nonregular languages too 
can be represented in finite probabilistic automata (Starke, 1969). 
In the following we shall say that a probabilistic grammar Gst is 
unambiguous with cut point A, if for each tape x ~L(Gst,  ;~) there exists only 
one sequence of rules which generates this tape x with p(x) > ;~. A proba- 
bilistic grammar Gst will be called unambiguous, if it is unambiguous with cut 
point )t ~ 0. Evidently, relation p(x) generated by an unambiguous grammar 
is a function. 
Language L will be called unambiguous of type i, if there exist an 
unambiguous grammar Gst of type i and a function q of type i such that 
L = L(Gst, q). 
We start with an auxiliary lemma. In the sequel, A -+ ~ means A ._~.st (~) 
if the considered grammar is a probabilistic one. 
LEMMA 1. For each probabiIistic grammar Gst = (V, Z, P, zr} of type 3 
an equivalent probabilistic grammar G'st of type 3 [e.g., L(Gst, q) = L(Gst, q) 
for any q] can be found such that each of its rules can be written in the forms 
A st) (Ala, A2a,..., Aka~ 
P~ , P2 ,..., Pk ! 
(I)for & , n~ ..... & ~ v,  a ~ 27 or n ~ ~ (H) for  .4 ~ V. 
Proof. According to condition (3), let Gst have rules of the following forms: 
(I) A s t  (A~a, Aza ..... A~a]. 
\ P l ,  P~ ..... P~ / '  
( I I I )  A st ( Ala , a, b, e ..... Ale ..... A~c ) 
' \p(A~a), p(a), p(b), p(Q,..., p(A~c),..., p(Ahc) ' a, b, c .... ~ Z. 
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We shall construct agrammar G~t which has only rules of forms (I) and (II). 
Rules of form (I I I )  are changed in the following set of rules: 
( A~a'A~a'""Fa ) A~__~E 
A ~ p(A~a), p(a),..., 1 -- (p(A~a) + p(a) + ' . . )  ' 
A ~ ( Abb'""Fb Ao __+ 
~p(b),..., 1 - -  (p(b) + - . - ; '  E 
\p(E),..., 1 ~ p(E)] (**) 
A s t>(  Alc,...,Ahc, Fc ) 
p(Azc),..., p(A~c), 1 -- (p(A~c) + ... + p(Ahc)) ' 
where A a, Ab,... denote new variables which we add to V, and F is a new 
variable for which there is no rule of o rmF __>st {¢z,..., Cn}. This set of rules, 
except the rule (**), is added to the rules of type (I) and (II) from Gs,. 
The rule (**) may be omitted if there is in Gst the rule A ---> E. I f  A --> ¢ ~ P 
of Gst, then we apply the auxiliary rule 
A st (AE, F ) 
' 1 
to all rules of type (I) and (II) (with rules added) and the rule Ae --> e is 
joined to P' .  Then G'st = (V' ,  Z, P ' ,  ~), where V' denotes the set V and all 
new variables, P '  is the set of all rules of type (I) and (II) and rules obtained by 
the change of rules of form (I I I )  (all after applying auxiliary rules). Evidently, 
L(Gst, q) = L(G'st, q) for any relation q. 
LI~MMA 2. Let Gst be an unambiguous probabilistic grammar of type 3. 
Then there is an unambiguous probabilistic grammar Gst of type 3 equivalent to 
Gst, that is, L(Gst, q) = L(G'st, q) for any q of type 3 and such that for each 
ordered pair Ai , a, A i ~ V, a ~ Z there is one and only one rule of the form 
& (I). 
Proof. Let for a pair A i ,  a there be two rules of form (I). Then for a 
tape x ~ 2J*, p(x(~) has two different values depending on which of these two 
rules we have applied, or for every x ~ 27" p(xa) has only one value. In the 
first case, Gst is ambiguous; in the second it is sufficient o pass by one of 
these rules to obtain a grammar equivalent to Gst • 
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I f  for a pair d i ,  "7 there is no rule of form (I), then in grammar Gst we put 
a new variable Ai' and rules 
Ai \ 1 ]' Ai  ~ for all "7' ~ Z. 
Grammar G'st thus obtained is equivalent to Gst (the initial variable remains 
without any change). 
THEOREM 1. A probabilistic language L of type 3 is unambiguous iff it is 
represented in a finite probabilistic automaton Jd. 
Proof. Let Gst be an unambiguous probabilistic grammar of type 3 such 
that L - -  L(Gst,  A) for a certain cut-point A ~ [0, I). By Lemma 1, rules of 
the grammar are of the form (I) or (II). By Lemma 2 for each pair A, "7 there 
is one and only one rule of form (I). We construct an automaton ~ in which 
language L can be represented in the following way: As the set of states we 
assume the set of variables V, Z being the input alphabet of Jg'. The transition 
function of automaton J~' as the set of stochastic matrices {M('7): "7 ~ 2J} is 
defined as mz~j(a) ~ pr(Ai -+ Aja). The final set F is defined by the 
following: Ai ~F  iff there is a rule Ai _+st ([) in P. The initial distribution 
state % = rr. It is easy to see that if p(x) is the function generated by Gst,  
then p(x) -- %M(x)  ~TF , x ~ S*. 
Conversely, if an automaton ~ = (Z, S = {A1, £12 .... , Ak} , {M(a)}, %,  F )  
is given, then we assume Gst = (V  - -  S, Z, P, ~r _ %),  where P contains 
rules a 
, \mij('7) ] and Ai st ,  \ ]1 ' if A i.@F. Ai 
Since for each pair Ai ,  ,7 there is only one rule then for each tape x e Z'* 
there exists only one sequence of rules generating this tape and consequently 
the grammar thus obtained is unambiguous. 
As an example of passing from a grammar G~t to automaton and conversely, 
use can be made of the grammar from the example in Section I i  and equivalent 
to this grammar 2-adic automaton. 
By the above theorem we may identify- the family of unambiguous 
probabilistic languages of type 3 with the family of languages representable 
in finite probabilistic automata. 
a The left or right hand position of terminal letter elative to variable in the rules of 
type 3 grammars i not due but to technical considerations, provided either a left-hand 
or right-hand positioning of the terminal letter is used throughout. 
643/zs/2-5 
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TItEORElVl 2. The family of probabilistic languages of type 3 properly 
contains the family of languages representable in finite probabilistic automata, 
that is, Sfl(J/) C ~ast . 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we have ~¢(dd)_C ~sat. M. Fliess a recently has 
proved that the union of two languages L1, L 2 ~ ~( Jd )  need not belong 
to ~(dd) .  But L 1 =L(Gsu ,  A) and L 2 =L(Gst2,A)  (by Lemma 1 of 
Turakainen (1968), L1, Lz E ~z°(Jd), we may assume the same cutpoint), and 
we shall show that L 1 t_) L 2 E L~°ast. Let Gstl = (V1, £, /)1,7q), Gst2 = 
(V2,2;,/°2,7r~}. We construct a grammar 
= ----->- 771 ~ S > f2}~ 77 = 
where s is a new variable and V 1 ~ V~ = ~ (it may be assumed without 
loss of generality). It is L(Gst, A) : L (Gsn,h)  t.)L(Gs~2, h). Hence 
L = L 1 w L 2 e ~;°~t. Consequently, ~.W(J¢') C ~t"  
In contradistinction to the deterministic ase in which all languages of 
type 3 (regular) are unabiguous, by Theorems 1and 2, probabilistic grammars 
of type 3 generate also ambiguous languages nonrepresentable in any finite 
probabilistic automaton. 
IV. SUBSTITUTION PROPERTY FOR F IN ITE-STATE PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGES 
In this section we shall consider two operations which transform proba- 
bilistic languages of type 3 in probabilistic languages of type 3. For this 
purpose we shall investigate the substitution of regular languages in proba- 
bilistic languages of type 3. 
Let, for each a ~ Z, 27~ be an alphabet and z(cr) C X~*. I f  ~-(E) = e and 
r(Crxa2 "" ak) = ~-((q)(cr2)"" z(a~) for each tape ala2 "'" a k E Z*, then the 
function z: X* -~ 2(u~e Zz-)* is called a substitution (Ginsburg, 1966). 
I f  ~-((r) for each a ~ ~' consists of a single tape to ~ X~*, then 
is called a homomorphism. 
THEOREM 3. l f  L is a probabilistic finite-state language over X and -c(a) for 
each cre Z is a regular language, then -c(L) is again a probabilistic language of 
type 3. 
M. Flless,"Propri6t6s bool6ennes des langages stoehastiques," to appear in Math. 
System Theory. 
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Pro@ Let L = L(G, q), where G = (V, 2, P, 7r), q is a probabilistic 
characteristic relation of type 3. For each a ~ 2 we form the Cartesian 
product V × ~. For  each pa i r  A~, ~rE V × ~ we construct grammar 
GA:  = (Vo i, Z , ,  p i, %i)  which generates language r(a), such that if 
A,  i _+ e ~ pi, A i ~ goi, then this rule is placed with rule No i --+ A i , %i 
denoting the new initial variable of grammar GA,~. We may assume that 
V~, c5 V~2 = ~,  if i =/= j or % @ %.  Rules of grammar G (we use Lemma 1) 
are changed as follows: I f  
eP ,  then we form rule d~ st ~roJ . 
pj : p~- , 
rules Ai --> • remain without any change. Let G' = (V' ,  27, P' ,  ~-), where 
V'= Nu U<~ V~i ( i=  1,2,..., I V l, ~reZ) ,N '= U~&a nd 
i ,  ~r P J  
if A i -2st~ (AY l  \p :  : ~PI  
kA {Ai --+ e: if Ai_+eEP } 
7r - -  the initial distribution over V, the same as in G. 
It  will be shown that r(L(G, q)) ~-L(G', q). Let t e r(L). I f  t = • and 
e eL(G, q), hence • EL(G', q). Otherwise t e r(y) for some 
y ~- %% "'" % eL(G, q). 
Let 
st st st s~ 
rr ~ ~1 ~ ~2 6  ~ . . . .  a '  ~% = Y and p(y) > max q(y). 
Then t = tit 2 "" t1~ for t i ff r ( ( r i )  , i = 1, 2,..., k. For grammars of type 3 
r --+ ~q denotes applications of rules A i -+st {djak} to the initial distribution zr. 
7r jAccording to the above changes of rules in G' there is the rule Ai _+st { ~k}" 
On the other hand, ~-~ _+ {Ajtk} with the probabil ity equal to 1. Conse- 
quently p'(tlt2.., tk) = p(y). Hence p'(t) > max q(y) and t eL(G',  q). 
Conversely, if t eL(G', q), then 
st st ~ st st 7 r~, ,  ¢ i ~  - -+  "'" ) ¢I~ = t G' ~2 G' G' 
and for rr--+~. ¢1 rules d i -+st  {trek }and rules o fP~ ( j  = 1, 2,..., [ V I) are used, 
for ¢1--+st¢2 rules Ai _,st ~r~_l and rules of P~_I.( j  = 1, 2,..., I V ]) are used,..., 
for ¢~-1 _+st Ck rules Ai _+st ~r' and rules of P '  ( j  = 1, 2,..., [ V [) are used. ffl Crl 
643/2I/2-5" 
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Thus r(ala ~ ak) t. Since rules of sets PJ , PJ ,..., PJ " . . . .  ~ ~, %(J = 1, 2,..., i Vt) 
are deterministic, then for grammar G p(eae2 "'" ~rk)= p'(t). And 
p'(t) > max q(y), theny = ~1~2 "" ak eL(G, q). 
This proof is similar in essence to the proof of Theorem 1.7.1 in Ginsburg 
(1966). 
Immediately from Theorem 3 and the definition of a homomorphism we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 1. I f  L is a probabilistic language of type 3 and r is a homo- 
morphism, then -r(L ) is a probabilistic language of type 3. 
By the way we wish to point out to the result of Nasu and Honda (1969) 
that the family of languages representable in finite probabilistic automata is 
not closed with respect o homomorphism. Hence and by Theorem 1 we have 
COROLLARY 2. The family of unambiguous probabilistic languages of type 3 
is not closed under homomorphisms. 
THEOREM 4. Each probabilistic language qf type 3 is a homomorphic image 
of a certain language of type 3 such that the grammar which generates this 
language is unambiguous. 
Proof. Let L e ~°~st and L ~ L(Gst, q), where Gst = (V, X, P, ~r). It 
may be assumed that L is an ambiguous language and Gst is as in Lemma 1 
such that for each pair Ai,  a, there is at least one rule of form (I), e.g., 
A i E V, a E ~,. Then for some of the symbols Ai ,  a there are more then one 
rule of form (I), e.g., 
st , {A 1 ~, A(~,..., Ak ~}. A -----> {Alcr , A2~ ..... A~} and A st , 
We may construct a grammar G '= (V' ,  27',P', ~r) in such a way that 
Z~' = z~ U Q)oe2 {a, 0"',..., o'(m(e)--l)}, O "0 = 0", where a', ~", . . . .  0 "(re(e)-1) are new 
terminal symbols, m(~) is the product of the numbers of rules of (I) corre- 
sponding to a for each A e V, i.e., re(e) = Y[A~v re(e, A), where m(cr, A) is 
the number of rules (I) corresponding to pair A, ~. 
P '  contains the set {A --~ e: if A -+ e e P} and to P '  we add all different 
[ V I-tuple of rules in which a is placed with ~, ~',..., ~m(o~-i formed with 
rules corresponding to ~. The number of such ] V I-tuples is exactly re(a). 
Each of these [ V 1-tuples is related with one and only one symbol of the set 
{e, ~,, .... ~(,)-1}. V' = V and ~r remains the same as before. 
Grammar G' is unambiguous byLemma2. Let us define the homomorphism 
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h :Z ' -+ 2 as follows: h(~r)= h(#)="  - -h (a  ''l~)-l) = cr for all a~Z.  
Relation q will be extended to q' over (Z')* in the following way: I f  x ~ (Z')* 
and h(x) ~ y ~ Z* then q'(x) = q(y). By the definition of h it is sufficient in a 
grammar Gst,q , which generates relation q, to add to Z the set (Z' --  Z)  
and to P rules the same as in P while replacing symbol ~ with ~', #',..., cr ml~)-I 
for all ~ ~ Z. Indeed, q'(~) = q'(#) . . . . .  q'(a ~) - l )  = q(a) and thus q' 
is of type 3. 
Consider the language L(G', q'). I f  tape x eL(G',  q'), then there exists a 
derivation 
st st st st 
~r ~ ~o -~ ~Pz - c, ' . . . .  a, ' ~ = x, 
and f (x )> max q'(x), where f is a probabilistic haracteristic function 
generated by G'. By the definition of hf(x) > max q'(x) = max q(h(x)). Thus 
maxp(h(x)) > i f (x )= p(h(x ) )> max q(h(x)), where p is generated by Gst 
and consequently h(x) e L. 
Conversely, i f y  ~L, then maxp(y)  > max q(y). There is some x e (Z')* 
such that h(x) ~ y and f (x )  = maxp(y)  by the construction of G'.  Hence 
f (x)  > max q(y) - max q'(h(x)) and there is x ~L(G',  q') such that h(x) ~- y. 
Thus h(L(G', q')) = L. 
V. BOOLEAN PROPERTIES OF FINITE-STATE PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGES 
In this section we shall investigate the closure of the family ~('sat with 
respect o the Boolean operations, that is, with respect o union, intersection 
and complement. We start with the simple lemmas, which are generalizations 
of the respective lemmas in Nasu and Honda (1969) for the probabilistic 
characteristic relations. 
LEMMA 3. Let p(x), x ~ Z* be a probabilistic haracteristic relation generated 
by a probabilistic grammar of type 3. Then there is a probabilistie grammar of 
type 3 generating the relation 1 -- p(x). 
Proof. Let for a grammar (reduced to the form as in Lemma 1) generating 
p(x) X - {al, ¢z ,..., cry}, V = {do, d l ,  d z .... , d ,},  ~r = (~o) (this may be 
assumed). We construct G 1 in a similar way as in the deterministic ase 
(Chomsky and Miller, 1959). Let V~ = {B0, B~ ,..., B , ,  B,+,}, zr 1 = (~o). 
P1 is defined as follows: 
(i) I f  d 3- __+st {dkai} e P, then B~- __+st {Bk~ri } a P1, ai % e; 
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I f  there is no A k such that Aj __,st {Akai} ~ p ,  then 
93 " s t  (Bn~-lcri) G to l ;  
Bn+l ~ ~ ~ P1 
> ~ P1 for i=  1,2 ..... n; 
(iv) Bj  ---* e ~ P i f f  .4j -~  e ¢ P .  
I fp(x) > 0, then 
~, , (Alx, A%..., A~x~ 
~r \ ql  , q~ ..... q~ ]' A~ U 
i = 1, 2,..., k, and there are A i such that Ai -+ E ~P and ~ q~ over such i 
equals p(x) .  By (i) 
( Blx' B2x'"" Bkx~ B ~ e V. 8t 
rr~ "~ q l ,q~ .... ,% ]' 
By (iv) p l (x )  ~- 1 - -  ~.  qi = 1 - -  p (x)  (the sum over i as before). I fp(x) = 0, 
then or 
77" S~+t, (A lx, A2x, ..., A k$] 
\ q l ,q2 , " ' ,q~ / 
and 2~ i --+ e ~ P (for each i) or x cannot be derived from ~. In the first case by 
(iv) we have p l (x )  -~ Zi=lk qi = 1, m" the second--by (ii) and (iii)--pl(x) = 
1 - -  p (x ) .  
Conversely, if p l (x )  > 0, then 
~ (alx, B~x,..., ~x]  
rrl \ ql  , q2 , '" ,  qk J 
and B ~ -+ ~ ~ P for some i and ~ qi over such i equals pl(x) .  By (i) and (iv) 
st )- (~lx,  A2x,.. ., A kx] and p(x)  = 1 - -  Zq i  =- 1 - -p (x ) .  
ql , q2 ,..., q~ / 
Similarly for pl(X) = 0. 
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LEMMA 4. I f  pl(x), p~(x),..., pT:(X) (over Z) are probabilistic characteristic 
relations generated by probabilistic grammars of type 3, then the relation 
lc 
p = t91p 1 + t92p 2 + "'" + t97:pk 09i ~ [0, 1) ~=1 vqi = 1) is a probabilistic 
characteristic relation of type 3. 
Proof. Le tG i=fV i ,27 ,  Pi,Tri)(Vi(3 V j= ;~ fori ~ j ) i , j=  l,2,...,k. 
Then p is generated by the grammar 
G = <V = V lw V~v3 ... vo V~,Z ,P  = P, voP2v) ".. vP,~,rr), 
where ~ = (~i~l ,  ~2~2 ,..., ~k)"  
LEMMA 5. I f  Pl, P2, Pa (over Z) are probabilistic characteristic relations 
generated by probabilistic grammars of type 3, then p = PaP1 + (1 -- Pa)P~ 
is again a relation generated by a probabilistic grammar of type 3. 
Proof. Let Gi = < Vi, Z, Pi, ~ri), i = 1, 2, 3 grammars as in Lemma 2 
generating p~. We construct a grammar G = < V, 2J, P, ~r) generating p in 
the following way: V = V 1 × V 2 × V a (× denotes the Cartesian product), 
the set P includes the rules 
(A1, A 2 , Aa) 
where 
st> ((B,, Bz, Ba)o" , (C1, Ca, Ca)o',..., (D1, D2, Da)o't, 
\ ql , q2 ..... q~ / 
ql = pr (A1  --> B#~) pr(A~ --+ B~a) pr(d a --+ Baa), 
q2 = pr(A -+ C1~ ) pr(d~ -+ Cz(~ ) pr(d 3 ~ Ca¢),.... 
pr(Ai -~ Bja) denote the probability hat the variable Ai can be re-written by 
B~¢ in a suitable grammar Gi ; and (A 1, A2, Aa) -+ e, if A 1 -+ • e P, A 3 --> • e P8 
or (A1, A2, Aa) -+ e, if A 2 --+ • 6 Pz and A 3 ~ e ¢ P3. It is easy to show that 
p(x) = pa(x) p~(x) + (1 --pz(x))p2(x). 
LEMMA 6. Probabilistic characteristic function p(x) -= (1/K)i< for K >~ 1 
is generated by a probabilistic grammar of type 3. 
Proof. p is generated by 
c=(v={A1,A.},z,p=tA ( > \ I /K  1- -1 /K]  
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THEOREM 5. The intersection of two probabilistic finite-state languages 
is again a probabilistic language of type 3, e.g., if L 1 , L  2 ~ 5F3st, then 
L 1 t~ L~ ~ ~t .  (L1, L~ are over the same alphabet Z.) 
Proof. Let L a = L(Gstl, q), L2 = L(Gst2, q2) e 5¢~st •Clearly, 
L 1 = {x: x e 27", maxpl(x ) > max ql(x)}, 
L a = {x: x ~ Z*, maxpa(x ) > max q~(x)}. 
By fa(Y) will be denoted an extension of relation pl(x) to function over 
extended alphabet 27', as in the proof of Theorem 4. Similarly as this proof 
we extend relation q~(x) to relation qa'(Y): i fy  ~ (2J'), then {ql'(y)} = {ql(x) for 
x = hi(y)}. This relation is also of type 3. Then hi{y: y E (X')*, fa(Y) > 
max ql'(Y)} ~-~ L1. Hencefa(Y) > max ql'(Y)iff l f~(y) + ½(1 - max q~'(y)) > ½, 
and ½f1(Y) + ½ min ~7((Y) > ½ iff min ½(f~(y) -? ~]I'(Y)) > 1, ql' = 1 --  ql'. 
Let s~(y) = ½(fl(Y) + ql'(Y)). Then Lz = hx{y: y ~ (Z")*, min s~(y) > ½}. 
In a similar way L a = ha{y: y E (27")*, min sa(y ) > ½}. One may combine 
homomorphisms h a and h 2 into h: (2:' w Z'") -+ 27 by the definitions of h 1 and 
h a (see the proof of Theorem 4). Let G 1 ~ (V1,27', P1,7rl) and G~ = 
(Va,  27", Pz, ~r2) be grammars of type 3 which generate relations s 1 and sa, 
respectively. Such grammars exist by Lemmas 3 and 4. Now we construct 
the grammar 
LetL  = {y: y ~ (Z' U 2:")*, min(sl(y), s2(y)) > ½). EvidentlyL ~ oW~t because 
relation s(y) = (sa(y) t.)sa(y)) is generated by G. It is easy to see that 
h(L) ~-L  1 ~L  a . Consequently, by Corollary 1, we obtain L 1 ~ L 2 E ~°s~ t . 
In the following byL(Gst ,  q, =)  will be denoted the set 
L(Gst, q, ~)  = {x: x ~ 27", maxp(x) = max q(x)}. 
The family of languages L(Gst, q, ~)  generated by probabilistic grammars of 
type i will be denoted by ~t (=)"  
THEOREM 6. The family &°sst(= ) is included in the family ~t  , 
c 
Proof. Let L = L(G~t, q, =)  for G~t = <V, 27, P, *r), which generates 
p(x), x ~ 27,*, and q be a relation of type 3. We extend relation p(x) to function 
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f (y )  over (27)*, and q(x)--to relation q'(y) over (£')*, as in the proof of 
Theorem 4, Then f (y )= max q'(y) iff maxs(y )= ½, where s (y )= 
½q'(y) + ½(1 - - f (y ) ) .  In turn, relation s(y) is extended to function F(z) over 
(Z")* and we have f ( z )  = ½ iff ½(F(z) -- ½)~ + ½ = r(z) = ½. The probabilistic 
characteristic function r(z) is of type 3 by Lemmas 3-5, because 
½ + ½(F(z) -- ½) = ½F(z) + 1(1 --  ½) and qZ(z) + (1 --  q(z)) 2 
are of type 3, and r(z) is obtained by replacing q(z) with ½ + }(F(z) -- ½). 
It is r(z) >~ ½. 
Let [ V I = n. There exists a natural number N such that for each z e (2")* 
and ] z [ > N one can write z = vw~u, where k = n + i (i = 0, 1, 2,...), 
l vwul <~ N. By Theorem 1, i fF(z) is a function, then F(z) = ~rM(z)WF = 
7rM(v) M(w k) M(u) ~7~, where M(z) denotes the transition matrix for tape z, 
*TF--final vector of a probabilistic automaton for which F(z) is a probabilistic 
characteristic function. By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, if the charac- 
teristic polynomial of stochastic matrix M(w) is 
n--1 
~n _ a~_~-~ . . . . .  a~ - %,  y~ as = 1, as ~> 0, 
j= l  
then M(w ~-i) = a~_lM(w ~-1) + ... + aoM(w ). Hence for any A ~ [0, 1) we 
have 
F(~- i -~)  - -  ~ = ~n_~[~n_~(F(~-~. )  - -  ~) + ' + %(F( .~ . )  - -  ~)] 
+ ... + %(F(vw~u) - -  ~), 
and so on. Consequently, 
F(vw k-i u) = A or F(vw k-i) --  A ~ rain og(F(vw~-lu ) -- A)h, j = 1, 2 . . .  n 
j,h 
F(vwT~-i+lu) = A 
or  
F(vwk-i+lu) -- A ~ (rain as(F(vwh-lu) -- h)) 2, 
j,h 
j, h = 1, 2,..., n and so on. 
Let 1/K 1 be the minimum of (F(z) --  A) such that F(z) =/= A for z ~ (Z'"), 
[ z [ ~ N and let 1/K S be the minimum of a s (a s ~ 0) for all characteristic 
polynomials of matrices M(z) for z e (~")*, [ z I ~< N. 
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1 1 1 [ 1 ~2(I~1+1) 
f (z)  = ~ iff r(z) > -~ -- ~ \~1K2 ] = l(z). 
By Lemmas 3-6, l(z) is a probabilistic haracteristic function generated by a 
grammar of type 3. By the above conclusion, 
1 [ 1 ]~(l~l+x) 1 1 [ 1 ~2(Iz1+1)~ 
iff F(z) ~ (1 __ 2 ~1K2 ] ' 2 + 2 ~ IK~ ] ]" 
1 F(~) # 
Hence 
f (y)  # max q'(y) 
and, consequently, 
maxp(x) @ max q(x) 
Thus 
iff 
1 ' 1 .2(1~1+~) 
f (Y)+ (maxq'(Y)--=2 (~lK~ ) , 
max q'(y) + ~ \~xKz  ] ] 
iff maxp(x)¢ (maxq(x) - -  1 ( 1 ]=(1~I+1) ~K~ ~ ' 
1 [ 1 ]=ll~l+l)] 
max q(~) + g ~ K~RT/ I" 
L = {x: x ~ Z'*, maxp(x) = max q(x)} 
= x: x ~ 27", maxp(x) > max q(x) -- ~ \~ IK~]  t 
l 1( 1 ~2,~J+" t x: x ~ l* ,  max p(x) < max q(x) + ~ \~ lK2  ] }. 
By Theorem 5, L as the intersection of probabilistic Ianguages of type 3 is 
again a probabilistic language of type 3. 
THEOREM 7. The family of finite-state probabilistic languages over a fixed 
alphabet I forms a Boolean algebra, e.g., the family -~t  is closed under the 
intersection, the sum and the complement. The role of identity (universal element) 
is played by I* .  
Proof. By Theorem 5 the intersection of two probabilisfic languages of 
type 3 is again a probabilistic language of type 3. I t  will be shown that the 
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complement of probabilistic language of type 3 is a probabilistic language of 
type 3, i.e., Z*- -L (G~t  , q)c/Cast . Let p(x) be the probabilistic relation 
generated by G~t. Then 
L(Gst,- "~ q) = 22* --L(Gast, q) = (x: x ~ Z*, maxp(x) ~< max q(x)} 
= {x: x ~ Z*, maxp(x) < max q(x)} 
k3 {x: x ~ Z*, maxp(x) - -  max q(x)}. 
By assumption q(x) is of type 3, then both the above sets are probabilistic 
languages of type 3. 
If  in the proof of Theorem 5 we change the definitions ofL 1 and L 2 , that is, 
if we assume 
L 1 : {x: x ~Z*,  maxpl(x ) < max ql(x)} 
and 
L 2 = {x: x E Z*, maxp2(x ) < max q2(x)}, 
then by the same considerations we obtain thatL 1 u L~ E ~°ast. Thus/],(Gsat, q) 
as the sum of languages of type 3 is also of type 3, L(G~t, q) ~ ~ast. 
VI.  CONTEXT-FREE PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGES 
By the definition of probabilistic languages of type 2 (context-free) we have 
~et  _C ~f~t, where ~¢~et denotes the family of context-free languages in a 
deterministic case, and ~t - - the  family of probabilistic context-free 
languages. We extend the well-known homomorphic characterization f t¢~e t 
over the family ~s2t. 
THEOREM 8. I f  L is a probabilistic context-free language (L ~ lest) and 
L C Z*, then there are Z', a language D C_(22')* and a hornomorphism 
h: (Z')* --~ Z* such that for a certain probabilistic language of type 3 L~st, 
3 3 Lst ~ ~¢st, it is L = h(D c3 L~st), where L3st C_ (Z')* and D is a Dyck language 
over Z'. 
Proof. Let 22 ---- {~1, ~ ..... ~} ,  22' = 2, u {~' ,  %;  .... ~ '}  u {a, a', b, b'). 
A Dyck language is generated by the context-free grammar 
GD -- <S,Z ' ,PD,S>,  
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where 
PD = {S ~ e, S --~ S(yiS(xi'S (i = 1, 2,..., n)} w {S --~ SaSaS, S -+ SbSbS}. 
h is the homomorphism on X' defined by h(ai) = (ri, h((ri' ) = h(a) = h(a) = 
h(b) = h(b) = e for i = 1, 2,..., n. 
Now let L = L(G2st, q), where q is of type 2, be an arbitrary probabilistic 
context-free language. It may be assumed that E 6L. We may also assume that 
Gs2t = (V, 27, P, rr), where rules of P only are in the forms A __+st {or}, 
a ~ 27, or A _+st (AiAj} for Ai ,  Aj  E V. This may be assumed, because it is 
a slight generalization ofthe deterministic case (Theorem 5of Chomsky, 1959) 
to the stochastic one and it is easy to prove. At first let q(x) = h for all 
x~Z*;  h~[0,  1). 
Let P -----{fl ,f2 ,...,fro}, where f i  (i = 1, 2,..., m) denote symbols repre- 
senting rules of P and G' = (V, 27', P' ,  rr), where 
• t !  t i t P '={A st (~#}:~27,  A_~S, {a}~p}vo{A s t ,{aab(a)  bA~.}: 
st E 27, A - - -+  {e} e P, f i  = Ak st • {AhAj} for Aa,  An e V} 
U {An st • {ba~bAh}:f i = Ak st > {AhAj}, Ah, An ~ V}. 
Let Lsa, = L(G', 2t). Since rules of P '  are reducible to the rules of type 3 then 
L(G', h)e £°sa t . Probabilities of rules of the first subset of rules in P '  are 
immediately derived from the suitable rules of P. But for the second subset of 
rules of P '  
pr(A --+ ~ra'b'(a') i b'A:) = 2 pr(AT~ ---* AhAj) • pr(A -+ a) 
and for the third subset of rules 
pr(A~ --+ b(a) ~ bAn) = E pr(Ak ---* AhAj). 
J 
Now it shall be noted, that if x EL(G2st, 0), then x~h(D c3L(G; 0)). 
This is a consequence of the fact that Theorem 8 is fulfilled in the deter- 
ministic case (Ginsburg, 1966). It is easy to see that if relations p and p'  are 
generated by Gs2t and G', respectively, then p ' (y )= p(h(D c3y) )= p(x), 
where h(y) = x. Thus L(G~s, , h) ~- h(D n L(G', h)). 
I f  q(x) is an arbitrary relation of type 2, then the same consideration must be 
applied to the grammar generating q, with the remaining homomorphism h 
undergoing no change. Finally, we obtainL(G~t , q) = h(D n L(G', q')), where 
q'(y) = q(x), if x = h(D ~ y) and q' is of type 3. 
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Let Gs3t be a grammar which generates a probabilistic relation p(x), x ~ 27* 
and let q(x) be a relation of type 3. By a language L(G~t , q, ~-~) we shall 
mean the set 
i x :x~2J*  and 3 :~ p(x) = q(x)l. p(x),q(x) 
The family of these languages will be denoted by ~°at(=3). It is easy to prove 
that the family of languages £~s~t(=3) _C ~st -  Namely, the relation r(x) = 
½(p(x) - -  q(x)) ~ 4:½ is of type 3 by Lemmas 4-6 (see the proof of Theorem 6). 
Moreover, min r(x) = ½ iff x ~L(Gat ,  q, =3) and consequently by Theorem 6 
q, =3) 
LEMMA 7. The family ~s~t(=~) is closed with respect o the substitution, e.g., 
if L over Z, then e if e for each e 27. 
Proof. Let L ~ L(G3st , q, =~) and r(cr) = L(G~ , q~ , =3) for each a + 27, 
where Go generates a relation po. Let r(x) = ½(p(x) -- q(x)) 2 + ½, r~(y~) = 
(~p~(yo)  _ q~(y¢))2 + ½)(½)lv¢l for ~ e 27, y~ e (27~)*. We construct a grammar 
G', similar as in proof of Theorem 3, basing on grammars G, Go (¢ ~ 27) 
which generate relations r(x), r~(y¢) (c~ ~ 27), respectively. 
It will be shown, that r 3 7,L(Gst, q, ~3)) = L(G',  (½)N+i, =3), where 
t e (Uo~z 27~). Let t e ~-(L). I f  t : e and e eL(Gs~t, q, :3 ) ,  then r(e) = ½ and 
e ~L(G' ,  (½)1~1+~, =3). I f  t e ~-(y) for a tape y = aaa2 "'" ~ eL(GSst, q, =3), 
then p(y)  = q(y) and r (y)  = ½. Furthermore, t = tit ~ ". tk for ti ~ ~'(~i), 
i=  1, 2,..., k. Hence s ( t )= r (y ) r%( t l )  r%(t2) "." r%(t~) = (½)I~1+1 and 
t eL (G ' ,  (½)t~l+l, =3). 
Conversely, if t E L(G',  (½)1'1+2, =3), then there exists a tape y = al~ 2 ... ~k 
such that .r(y) :-  t --  tit 2 ... t~ and s(t) ~- r (y)  r~(tl) r%(tz) "" r%(t~) and 
~(,) s(t) : (½)ttI+a. Since ro,(h) >/ (½)I,/+~ for each ai,  t i~(27o)*, then 
r (y)  : ½. And thus y eL(G~st, q, =~). 
LEMMA 8. The family 5¢~t(=3) forms a Kleene algebra, that is, it is closed 
under sum, concatenation and iteration. 
Proof. It is f~t (=~)  D ~,  where .~ denotes all regular languages. Thus 
by Lemma 7, by substituting languages Lx ,L  2 ~Ss3t(=3) (~-(a) = L1, 
~'(b) =Lz)  in a L; b, ab, a*, we obtain that L 1 td L2 , L~L2 , L I*  ~ Ga~st(=3). 
LEMMA 9. A Dyck language D is a probabilistic language of type 
L(a3st , q, =~), e.g., D ~ 5f~t (=3). 
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Pro@ We shall prove this lemma for 27 = {0, 1}. The language 
{0~SI~: n -  1, 2,...} ~£¢s~t(~3). It will be denoted by D 1 . Clearly, by 
Lemma 8, DI* 65¢s~t(=~). On the other hand, by Lemma 7 we have 
z(D~*) ~ ~°sat(=3), where ~- is the substitution defined as follows: r(e) = e, 
T(S) = D1, ~-(0) = 0, ~-(1) = 1. If by * we denote the operation of substitution 
applying finite times, then the language (DI*)* ~L£szt(=3), because it is 
generated by the grammar constructed as in the proof of Lemma 7 for the 
above defined r. It is easy to verify that the Dyck language D over Z, defined 
by the grammar G = (S, 27, P, S )  with rules P = {S --+ e, S--+ SS, S--+ 0S1} 
is identical with (DI*)*. And consequently D 6 ~,q°sat(=3 ). 
COROLLARY 4. The family of context-free languages is a proper subset of 
languages of type L( G3st , q, ~-- 3), that is, 5¢~e t ~eA =~). 
Pro@ oLP~e t __C ~st(=3),  because for L E ~'°~e t the deterministic version of 
Theorem 8 (with a regular language) holds (Ginsburg, 1966), e.g., 
L = h(D N R), where h is a homomorphism, D is a Dyck language (over 
extended alphabet Z") and R is a regular language (over 27'), and by Lemmas 7 
and 9 we obtainL 6 ~-¢ast(=3 ). 
On the other hand the language {anbncn:n = 1,2,...}6~°~et and 
{anb~c~: n = 1, 2,...} ~ £~cf~t(=s ) (one may construct a suitable probabilistic 
automaton, in which the language can be represented, or it may be proved by 
Theorem 10 of the next section). 
THEOREM 9. The family of probabilistic ontext-free languages is identical 
to the family of finite-state probabilistic languages, i.e., £P2st = ~ast .
Proof. Evidently ~t-CSfszt • It will be shown that :L~st _C oW3st . By 
Theorem 8 for each language L ~ 5¢~t we have 
L = h(D n Last). 
The language D ~ L~st is of type 3 by Lemma 9 and Theorem 7. By Corollary 1 
it is h(D ~ LsSt) ~ S~szt and consequently L ~ ~¢s3t . 
v i i .  HIERARCHIC PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS 
The notion of hierarchic grammar is a minor modification of a grammar with 
restricted use of productions (Salomaa, 1969a; Stotskij, 1967). 
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By a hierarchic grammar of order n we mean the system 
GH ~ = (G1,  G2 ,..., Gn, )l l ,  X2,..., Xn-1), 
where Gi = (Vi ,  Zi, Pi, rri) (i = 1, 2,.. ,  n) are grammars, XJ ( J=  1, 2 , . ,  n - 1) 
are functions (or relations) XJ: 2J~-1 ~ PJ .  For x = a1%-"  % ~Zff_l we 
assume )6-(x) = Xj(al) X~(%) "'" )0(%). Thus XJ is extended to XJ: Z*-I --* P3*. 
We shall write (rr i --+. Yi) for the tapefl{f2 i " ' f f f ,  if 
s t  st st st 
~i  f~ w l  ~ w2 > "" > w~ = Yi f2" f J  
in  g rammar  Gi; f l i ,  f2 i , . . . , f  ff ~ Pi . 
A language generated by a hierarchic grammar GH ~ of order n is defined as 
the set 
{x: x ~L(G1) and there arey i  ~L(Gi)(i = 1, 2,..., n) 
such that (% ~ x) = XI(Y2), 
(~- - , -+ y2) = x,(y3) ..... (~+-1 ~+ y+- l )  = x~-~(y+)). 
In the stochastic ase it will be said that probabilistic hierarchic grammar GH ~ 
generates a language with n standard probabilistic characteristic relations 
ql , q2 , . . . ,  % • 
L(GH +, q, q2 ,..., q~) = {x: x ~L(GI , q,) and there arey i  +L(Gi , ql) 
(i = 2,..., n) such that 
~+ x) x~(y~),..., (~~-~ +t 
= xn-~(y~)). 
THEOREM 10. Finite-state probabilistic languages are closed under the 
operation of hierarchization, i.e., if GH ~ = <G1, G2,..., G~, X1, X2,..., Xn-1) 
and G i are of type 3 and qi are relations of type 3, then L( Gn n, ql , q2,..., qn) ~ ~as, .
Proof. One may assume n = 2. Let all rules of G 1 be of the forms (I) or 
(II) (see Lemma 1). Then to each x EL(G1, ql) there may correspond tape 
(% ___,st. x) = f l f2 "" " f~ ~ PI* and pr(% ---~ x) > max ql(x). Clearly, the set 
of all these tapes forms a language of type 3 (Theorem 3). Let q~ denote this 
language. Operation X - t  is also a substitution of regular languages to this 
language, because Xq(Z) = e, 
x- l ( f l fz  "'" fk) = X-l(fl) x-l(f2) " ' "  X l(fk); X l(f.) = Q) 
x(o)=f~ 
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3 and a e Z' 2 ( j  = 1, 2,..., k). Since q) ~ 5¢st , then X-l(q ~) ~ ~°ast (Theorem 3). 
Thus  by Theorem 5 x-l(~ b) n L(G2,q2) is of type 3 (by assumption 
3 L(G2, q2) e ~Cfst), and consequently X(X-a(q ~) n L(G~, qz)) E ~s3t . Since the 
application of any rules of G concatenates at most one symbol of X 1 , then by 
X(X-l(qs) (3 L(Gz,  q~)) C q5 we obtain that L(GH 2, ql ,  q2) 6 ~CPs3t. 
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